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1. Introduction. The notion of helices was introduced in the theory
of measure-preserving transformations as an application of the martingale
theory by J. de Sam Lazaro and P. A. Meyer [2]. The multiplicity of
helices has been discussed by the author in the same manner as that
of square-integrable martingales [4], [5]. In this paper, we determine
the multiplicity of helices under some condition of the regularity on an
increasing sequence of sub-tf-fields.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper (Ω, F, P) denotes a com-
plete separable probability space and T an automorphism of Ω, that is,
a bimeasurable measure-preserving bisection. Let Fo be a complete proper
sub-σ-field of F such that

(a) FnczFn+1 for all neZ,

(b) VFn = F
neZ

where Z = {0, ± 1 , ±2, •} and Fn denotes the sub-σ-field TnF0. A pair
(T, Fo) is called a system.

Let H denote the class of all squarely integrable real random vari-
ables with expectations 0, which is an infinite dimensional Hubert space
under the ordinary inner product, and Hn the subspace of H consisting
of all elements measurable with respect to Fn for each ne Z.

DEFINITION 1. A sequence X = (xn)nez in H is called a helix of
(Γ, FQ) if the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) x0 = 0 ,

(b) xn - xn_,eHnΠ HU for all neZ

where _L indicates the orthogonal complementation in H,
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(c) (xn - xn^)oT-' = xn+1 - xn for all neZ .

By this definition, each helix X = (xn) can be written as

xn = -χ_noT~n (n< 0)

for some xe^f] H£.
Note that each helix has the property of a martingale, namely

(xn+m — xm, Fn+m)n±0 is a square-integrable martingale. Thus we can apply
the method of martingales to the study of helices.

Given two helices X = (xn) and X' = (x'n) of (Γ, Fo), we define the
random variable {X, X') by

{X, X') = Eix.x'ΛF,} .

If X = X\ then we write simply (X) instead of (X, X}. Consider the
process ((X)n)nZ0 defined by

<X>0 = 0 , <X>n = Σ (XyoT-^ (n > 0) ,
k=i

which is nothing but the predictable increasing process of the Doob-
Meyer decomposition for the martingale (xn9 Fn)n>0. We see easily that

<x, x') = (x>, xy
and for another helix Y,

(x + γ9 x
fy = (x, x') + <F, x'>.

DEFINITION 2. Two helices X and Xf are said to be strictly or-
thogonal if <X, X'y = 0.

DEFINITION 3. For two helices X and Xf, we denote by μ<x>x^ the
signed measure on Fo with density (X, X'), that is, for each BeF0

= \ <*, X'>dP = \ xΛdP .
JB JB

It is called the helix-measure of X and Xf, and μ<x> is called the helix-
measure of X.

DEFINITION 4. For a helix X = (xn) and a squarely integrable random
variable v on (fl, i^, /V>), t h e b e l i x ^ = (2/J given by

l/o = O, i/n = Σ (voΓ-lM1)(»4 - xk.x) (n > 0) ,
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is called the helix-transform of X by v and denoted by v*X.
This notion is analogous to the so-called martingale-transform. We

have obviously (v*X, X') = v(X, X') and (v*X) = v\X).
The following result is of fundamental importance in our discussion.

PROPOSITION 1. Let (T9 Fo) be a system. Then there exists a sequence
of at most countable strictly orthogonal helices J2f = (X{p)) which satisfy
the following conditions:

(a) Every helix X has the representation

X = Σ v{p)*Xlp) , v{p) e L\Ω, Fo,

(b) <̂χ(?>+i)> is absolutely continuous with respect to μ<F

(?>)> for

p.
Furthermore, if ^ = (Y{p)) is another such sequence, then μ<γw> is equiva-
lent to μ<x(p)> for all p.

Such a sequence of helices is called a strict base of helices of the
system. Proposition 1 indicates that the length of a strict base is
uniquely determined by the system.

DEFINITION 5. The length of a strict base is called the multiplicity
of helices of this system, which is denoted by M(T, FQ).

As for a calculation of the multiplicity, the following two results
are known (cf. [4], [5]):

Let (Γ, Fo) be a system such that

Fo = V TnA

for some sub-cr-field A of F. Then, it is possible to estimate the multi-
plicity of helices of this system.

PROPOSITION 2. Let (T, Fo) be the system mentioned above. Then

M(T, Fo) ^ dim Ll(A)

where Ll(A) is the subspace of H consisting of all elements measurable
with respect to A.

The equality in the above proposition holds for a special class of
systems of the following type (cf. [4], [5]):

DEFINITION 6. Let T be an automorphism of Ω and A a sub-σ-field
of F. The pair (Γ, A) is called a Bernoulli system or simply a i?-system
if

(a) (TnA)nez is an independent sequence of sub-σ-fields,
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(b) VnezTnA = F.
If we set FQ = VΏ<0 TnA, then (Γ, Fo) is clearly a system, which is

called a Kolmogorov system.

PROPOSITION 3. Let (T, A) 6e α B-system and (Γ, JP0) ί̂ e Kolmogorov
system derived from (T, A). Then all helix-measures of a strict base are
equivalent to P on Fo and

M(T,F0) = dimLϊ(A)..

3. Predictable independence. In this section, we define some in-
dependence of a sequence of helices and investigate the procedure of
Schmidt's orthogonalization for helices.

DEFINITION 7. A sequence (Xip)) of helices is said to be predictably
independent if <ΣP^(p)*^(3>)> is not equal to 0 for any v{p) e L\Ω, FOf μ^wy)
unless all v{p) are equal to 0.

Note that all subsequences of such a sequence of helices are also
predictably independent. Further, we remark the following on this in-
dependence of helices. If the sequence (X{p)) is strictly orthogonal and
each (X{p)) is positive a.s., then (X{p)) is predictably independent. In-
deed, if (Xip)) is strictly orthogonal, then

= Σ »{p)\x{p)) + Σ ^ ( 2 > ) ^ < x ( p ) , x{q))

P

Hence, if <Σp^(p)*^(p)> = 0, then all v{p) are equal to 0 since all (X{p))
are positive a.s.

Suppose that a sequence (X{p))p=lt2t...tK of helices is predictably in-
dependent and each <X(p)> is positive a.s. In the case that K — ©o, this
means simply that the sequence is countably infinite. From such a
sequence, we can obtain the strictly orthogonal sequence (3Γ(p))p=if2f.»,*
of helices by the following procedure.

Schmidt's orthogonalization. First put yω = x[1)/(Xω}1/2 and construct
a helix Γ(1) = (y^) such that y[ι) = ya), that is,

y<« = 0 , »i1} = Σ y{l)oT-*~l) (n > 0) ,
* = 1

2/i1' = -V-n°T-n (n<0) ,

so that <Γ(1)> = E[yω2\F0] = E[x[»* \ F0]/<X(1)> = 1. Then put

s«> = x? - (χ<*\ Γ(1)>2/(1)

and construct a helix Z& = (2™) such that z{2) = z(2) in the same way as
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above for Γ(1), that is,

Z{2) = UX{2) - <X(2), Γ ( 1 )>*Γ ( 1 ) .

Then (Z{2), Γ(1)> = <X(2), Γ(1)> - (X{2), Γ(1)> <Y(1)> = 0 and <Z(2)> > 0 a.s.,
since Xω and Xi2) are predictably independent. Put y{2) = 3(2)/<Z(2)>1/2

and construct a helix Γ(2) = (i/<«) such that y™ = y{2). When Y(1), Γ(2),
. . . , Γ^-^ are obtained in this way, so that (Y{9\ Γ(r)> = δgr for 1 £ q,
r <; p — 1, put

and construct a helix Z ( p ) = (^p)) such that z[p) = z(ί)), that is,

Then <Z(ί?), Γ(?)> = 0 for l £ q £ p - l and <Z(p)> > 0 a.s., since Xω,
I ( V " , I ( ? 1 are predictably independent. Put y{p) = z{p)/(Z{p))1/2 and
construct a helix Y(p) = (y{

n

p)) such that ι/ίί)) = y{v) in the same way as
above. Hence Γ ( p ) added to Γ(1), Γ(2), , Γ(»-1} retains the property that
<F ( 9 ) , Γ(r)> = δ g r for 1 <; g, r ^ p, and this procedure can be continued
to p = K. Thus we obtain a strictly orthogonal sequence (Y{p))p=lt2,...,*: of
helices such that ^<F(P)> = P on FO for all p.

By this procedure, we can show the following for the multiplicity
of helices of a system:

THEOREM 1. Let (Γ, Fo) be a system such that
(a) Fo = Vn<o ΓnA for some sub-σ-field A and
(b) dim Ll(A) = yc.

// (-X"<p))i»=i,2f...,* ^ ^ predictably independent sequence of helices of (Γ, JP0)
α^d eαcfe <(X(p)) is positive a.s., ίfcew αiϊ helix-measures of each strict
base of helices of (T, Fo) are equivalent to P on Fo and

M{T, F0) = κ.

PROOF. By the procedure of Schmidt's orthogonalization for (X{p)),
we can obtain a strictly orthogonal sequence(Y(p))p=i,2,...,/c of helices such
that μ<Y(p)y = P on Fo for all p. Then we have that K ̂  M(T, Fo). By
Proposition 2 and the condition (b) in the statement, we have that
M(T,F0)^/c and hence M(T, Fo) = K. Thus (Γ ( p )) is a strict base of
helices of (Γ, Fo) such that μ<Ywy = P on Fo for all p. q.e.d.

4. Helices for regularly increasing sub-σ-fields. In this section,
we deal with a system (Γ, Fo) of the following type:
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Fo = Vn<o TnA where a sub-σ-field A is generated by
a partition a = {Ao, Alf , Aκ) of Ω.

In addition, we impose the following condition of regularity on this
system:

DEFINITION 8. The system (Γ, Fo) of the above type is said to be
regular if

0 < P(A9\B) < 1 for all Be Fo with P(B) > 0 and all Apea

where P(A\B) denotes the conditional probability of A under B.
It is obvious that (T, Fo) is regular if (T, A) is a J5-system. This

definition means that all parts of Ω are homogeneously mixed by the
transformation Γ.

THEOREM 2. If a system (Γ, Fo) is regular, then all helix-measures
of each strict base of helices of (T, Fo) are equivalent to P on Fo and

M(T, F0) = κ.

PROOF. Let a = {Ao, Alt , Aκ} be a partition which generates A.
Obviously, dim Ll(A) = K. For 1 ̂  p <ί K, put

xir) = 1A, -

where 1A denotes an indicator of the event A. Then x{p) e H1Γ\Ho. Cor-
responding to each x{p), construct a helix X{p) = (x(

n

p)) such that x[p) =x{p).
To prove the statement under the condition of regularity, it is sufficient
to show that the sequence (Xlp))p=1>2,-,K is predictably independent and
each (X{p)) is positive a.s. by Theorem 1 in the preceding section.

First, we shall show that (X{p)) > 0 a.s. for 1 ̂  p ^ K. By the
regularity of (Γ, Fo), it is obvious that

0<E[lAp\F0]<l

for 0 ̂  p ^ K. Then

(X<p)) = E[χV%\FA = ̂ [1^,1 Fold - E[1A,\F0])

is positive a.s. for 1 ̂  p ^ /c. Next, to prove that (X{p))p=U2t...tK is pre-
dictably independent, we put

where v{p) e L2(i3, Fo, <̂χ(p>>) for 1 ^ p ^ Λ: and

Σ
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Then we have that

Σ

=1 /

= 0 a.s.

This implies that

lB'ΣjVip)x{p) = 0 a.s.

and hence

1* Σ V1P)1AP = U Σ ^ ( p )ί?[l^ I ^o] a.s.

By the measurability of the right hand side of the above formula, the
left hand side is also measurable with respect to Fo, which implies that

Then we have

since Ap Π Aq = 0 for p Φ q. The right hand side of this formula is
equal to 0 on Ao. Then we have

Σ v{')2E[lAp I F j ) = 0 a.s.

and hence by conditioning both sides relative to Fo, we obtain

E[lAo I F0](lB Σ vlp)1E[lΛp I F j ) - 0 a.s.

Since ^ [ 1 ^ | JP0] > 0 by the regularity of (Γ, Fo), we have

= 0 a.s.

and since £7[1^ ] Fo] > 0 for 1 ^ j> ̂  Λ:, we have the consequence that
v[p) is equal to 0 on B for 1 ^ p ^ fc. q.e.d.
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